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Abstract
The paper presents the development of a novel automated engagement intelligent spanner that is capable of autonomously
changing its jaws’ size according to the diameters of the bolt’s/nut’s heads. It is a complete innovative system that involves
the utilization of the vision system and fuzzy logic to make decisions about the diameter of head of bolt/nut. Image processing
techniques has been implemented to extract the features of the bolts/nut, such as borders, non-borders area, outer diameter, and
inner diameter of the head of the bolt/nut. It can be generally divided into three different stages, namely image pre-processing,
image processing, and image post-processing. In image pre-processing stage, the image is prepared by applying some operations,
such as acquiring streaming video, image cropping, gray-scale transformation, and background separation. Many filters and
functions are applied in the image processing stage to efficiently get a clear border for the bolt/nut. In image post-processing, the
necessary calculations are applied to get the diameter of the desired bolt, which involves the use of Hough Transformer and fitting
circles searching process. The fuzzy logic-based decision-making algorithm is applied to the images resulting from the post-
processing stage in order to do a final decision on the diameter of the bolt/nut and approximate it to the nearest standards diameter.
Three bolts sizes are used in the experiments, namely M4, M4 with dust; M5; and M6 which are tested with 80 samples (20 for
each). The results show the capability of image processing and fuzzy logic algorithms in making the right decisions on the
diameter of bolts/nuts with 99% successful rate.
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1 Introduction
A spanner or wrench is a tool that is used to provide mechan-
ical torque to turn objects, such as nuts and bolts. There are a
variety of spanners that is used to do the operation of tighten-
ing and loosening of fastening devices such as a conventional
bolt that has a hexagonal bolt or nut head. The existing span-
ners or wrench which is available in the markets can be divid-
ed into two main categories, which are normal conventional
spanners and adjustable spanners. Each of these categories has
its own drawbacks especially from the industry point of view.
One famous type of the first category spanners is the con-
ventional socket spanner which grips the bolt or nut with a
cylindrically shaped socket that has an interior face formed to
be capable with the specific size and hexagonal shape of the
bolt or nut.
The size of the spanner depends on the size of the nut or
bolt that will fit into the jaws. Thus, the spanner should be
changed whenever the user wants to use it for different sizes of
bolts. It is common experience that a lot of time is wasted in
switching from one spanner to another when tightening or
loosening bolts that have different sizes. Usually the user of
this conventional spanner has to place more than one spanner
on a bolt before deciding which spanner is actually suitable for
the nut or bolt size. Moreover, to accommodate different sizes
of bolts and nuts, it normally involves carrying a complete set
of different sizes of spanners. Therefore, time, effort, and
money are wasted by using this type of spanners.
The second category of spanners is called adjustable span-
ner. It can be adjusted manually without changing the spanner’s
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